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Abstract: Short-term GPS data based taxi pick-up area recommendation can
improve the efficiency and reduce the overheads. But how to alleviate sparsity
and further enhance accuracy is still challenging. Addressing at these issues,
we propose to fuse spatio-temporal contexts into deep factorization machine
(STC_DeepFM) offline for pick-up area recommendation, and within the area
to recommend pick-up points online using factorization machine (FM). Firstly,
we divide the urban area into several grids with equal size. Spatio-temporal con-
texts are destilled from pick-up points or points-of-interest (POIs) belonged to the
preceding grids. Secondly, the contexts are integrated into deep factorization
machine (DeepFM) to mine high-order interaction relationships from grids.
And a novel algorithm named STC_DeepFM is presented for offline pick-up area
recommendation. Thirdly, we devise the architecture of offline-to-online (O2O)
recommendation respectively based on DeepFM and FM model in order to trade-
off the accuracy and efficiency. Some experiments are designed on the DiDi data-
set to evaluate step by step the performance of spatio-temporal contexts, different
recommendation models, and the O2O architecture. The results show that the pro-
posed STC_DeepFM algorithm exceeds several state-of-the-art methods, and the
O2O architecture achieves excellent real-time performance.

Keywords: Location-based service (LBS); trajectory data mining; offline-to-
online (O2O) recommendation; deep factorization machine (DeepFM); spatio-
temporal context

1 Introduction

Taxis are Global Positioning System (GPS) recorders of urban mobility. While offering online booking
services, ride-hailing platforms such as DiDi and Uber also record the GPS data of taxis. These data have
prompted lots of location-based services (LBS) [1], for example, pick-up areas or points recommendation.
It is very useful for taxi-drivers to increase profits and decrease consumptions. Different from traditional
recommender systems, pick-up area recommendation faces two new challenges: (1) Since more and more
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GPS data occupy a lot of storage resources, the recommendation efficiency further goes down; (2) Due to the
continuous renovation and updating of urban roads, too much historical data may contain too much noise and
consequently reducing the recommendation performance. Therefore, some researchers presented taxi pick-up
area recommendation based on short-term GPS data [2]. Nevertheless, the data sparseness arises owing to the
difficulty of visiting many areas within a short time for taxis. Meanwhile, the recommendation accuracy may
decrease because of too less data.

To alleviate data sparsity of recommender systems [3], a few state-of-the-art approaches have
successively presented, such as matrix factorization (MF) [4], factorization machine (FM) [5], data fusion
[6], attention mechanism [7], Neural Network [8], deep factorization machine (DeepFM) [9]. The
traditional MF method [10,11] has been widely used due to its good performance and high scalability. It
lacks effective use of contexts although more and more contextual features can be easily captured.
Consequently, FM and DeepFM are put forward one after another and become popular owing to their
excellent performance. Especially, DeepFM integrates the power of factorization machines for
recommendation with deep learning for feature learning [12].

Nowadays, it is still challenging to alleviate sparsity and further enhance accuracy of recommend taxi
pick-up areas or points recommendation. Researchers and corporations often concentrate on spatio-temporal
contexts [13–15] and recommendation models [16–20]. Besides, a few two-stage recommender systems have
been proved to obtain the balance between accuracy and efficiency [21–30].

Motivated by the outstanding behavior of DeepFM and two-stage recommender systems, we propose to
fuse spatio-temporal contexts into DeepFM (STC_DeepFM) for taxi pick-up area recommendation. Firstly,
we divide the urban area into several grids with equal size. Spatio-temporal contexts are destilled from pick-
up points or points-of-interest (POIs) belonged to the preceding grids. Secondly, the contexts are integrated
into deep factorization machine (DeepFM) to mine high-order interaction relationships from grids. And a
novel algorithm named STC_DeepFM is presented for offline pick-up area recommendation. Thirdly, we
devise the architecture of offline-to-online (O2O) recommendation respectively based on DeepFM and
FM model in order to tradeoff the accuracy and efficiency. Our main contribution lies in:

� To tradeoff the accuracy and efficiency, we devise the architecture of offline-to-online (O2O)
recommendation respectively based on DeepFM and FM model described in Fig. 1 and Section 4.
In offline recommendation, we adopt the proposed STC_DeepFM algorithm to recommend a pick-
up area. In online recommendation, we adopt the FM model to recommend a pick-up point based
on the spatio-temporal analysis (STA) within the preceding pick-up area.

� We propose to learn sophisticated spatio-temporal interaction relationships among grids by the DeepFM
model to further improve the prediction accuracy. Moreover, a novel algorithm STC_DeepFM, which is
based on spatio-temporal interaction relationships, is put forward. Some works [31,32] have approved
its effectiveness of integrating the spatial or temporal contexts into the FM model.

� Spatio-temporal contexts are proposed to fuse into the FM model or the DeepFM model in the way of
feature engineering. Sophisticated feature interactions behind user behaviors are learned by the
DeepFM model to improve the recommendation accuracy. And we integrate spatio-temporal
analysis (STA) [33] with the FM model during pick-up points recommendation. Experiments on
the DiDi dataset show that it can obviously improve the prediction accuracy and outperforms
some state-of-the-art methods.

2 Related Work

Pick-up point or area recommendation is one of the eye-catching applications in urban computing and
intelligent transportation systems. It is still challenging on how to accurately and quickly recommend pick-up
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points or areas for taxi-users. Existing approaches mainly focus on spatio-temperal contexts [13–15] and
recommendation models [16–20]. And there are some works on the framework of two-stage or two-step
recommendation [21–30].

2.1 Recommendation Models

To cope with data sparseness in the field of recommender system [3], a few state-of-the-art approaches,
such as Neural Network [8], matrix factorization [4], factorization machine (FM) [5], attention mechanism
[7], deep factorization machine (DeepFM) [9], data fusion [6], have successively been put forward. The
traditional matrix factorization method has been widely applied owing to its high scalability and good
performance. In the big data era, more and more contextual features can be obtained easily, while the
traditional matrix factorization approach lacks effective use of context information. Thus, FM is proposed
and becoming popular. To further improve the recommendation accuracy, DeepFM is presented and
achieves more excellent performance [12]. It integrates the power of factorization machines for
recommendation with deep learning for feature learning. Other models in the literature [34–40] are also
worthy to be considered in the future work.

Some researchers divided the study area into multiple same size grids, and partitioned the original data to
the grids as their attributes, and then recommended hot areas based on their attributes to taxi drivers. This
kind of area recommendation method is robust to noisy data and can find a better solution on the overall
distribution of data. Kong et al. [2] predicted the passenger distribution of every grid by combining
statistical learning with Gaussian process regression, and the regions with densely distributed passengers
can be recommended for taxi drivers. Our team presented the GeoLFM model integrating geographic
information with a latent factor model for hot pick-up area recommendation [20].

Most of the works concentrated on hotspot recommendation for taxi drivers. Li et al. suggested taxi
driver whether they should wait or cruise based on their current location and time by L1-Norm support
vector machines (SVM) [41]. Mu et al. proposed a hotspots recommendation model considering some
spatial or temporal factors [42]. Huang et al. proposed a recommendation framework of searching
passengers efficiently with multi-task deep learning [43].

2.2 Spatio-Temperal Contexts

Spatio-temporal context plays an important role except some recent works [20,31,32,44]. Liu et al.
mined candidate pick-up points based on GPS data by spatio-temporal analysis, and created personalized

Figure 1: The proposed architecture of offline-to-online (O2O) recommendation
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hot spots by integrating a probabilistic optimization model with project-based collaborative filtering method
[33]. To maximize the possibility of getting passengers at shorter travel distances, they also applied road
network to provide a range of hotspots for taxi drivers [45]. Zou et al. put forward a dynamic probability
model for travel routes recommendation with high probability of carrying passengers to no-load taxis
[46]. Liu et al. combined spatial scanning statistics into spatio-temporal hotspots analysis, and further
recommended hotspots by searching potential areas with high reservation demand distribution [47].

Data mining technology is widely used for capturing spatio-temporal contexts. Hwang et al. proposed an
OFF-ON graph model to represent the location relationship between the current drop-off passenger and the
next get-on passenger [14]. Tang et al. used DBSCAN algorithm to cluster pick-up and drop-off points and
then applied the Huff model to illustrate the attractiveness of pick-up regions [19]. Jain et al. devised an
improved density-based clustering algorithm, which combined kd-tree with grid partitions to discover
passenger hotspots [48]. Zhang et al. put forward a regional recommendation method by taking into
account historical distributions of pick-up points and drivers’ preferences [49].

2.3 Two-Stage or Two-Step Recommendation

The two-stage or two-step recommendation strategy has already applied in news recommendation
[21,22], movies recommendation [23,24], e-commerce [25,26], Automatic playlist continuation [27],
conversational recommendation [28], Session-based Recommendation [29], Cross-market Recommendation
[30], etc. Knox et al. [21] proposed a scalable two-stage personalized news recommendation approach
with a two-level representation in order to balance the novelty and diversity of the recommended result.
Niu et al. [22] proposed a user based two-step recommendation algorithm with popularity normalization
to improve recommendation diversity and novelty. Zhao, et al. [23,24] proposed the two-step
recommendation approach of firstly recommending items and secondly finding high quality items which
users like. Two-Stage Approach [25,26] achieved well-performed performance on online e-commerce
retailer. Some other recommendation systems [27–30] devise the two-stage framework to obtain both
effectiveness and efficiency.

Offline-to-online (O2O) recommendation is one of solutions of the two-stage or two-step
recommendation strategy. Yuan et al. [16,17,50] proposed or adopted offline modeling and online
recommendation to provide taxi drivers with some locations and the routes to these locations to pick up
passengers quickly. Rossetti et al. [51] presented an approach of evaluating recommendation algorithms
by contrasting offline and online results. Ding et al. [52] applied O2O recommendation to dynamically
capture variation of users’ purposes across time and location. Dong et al. [53] implemented a online and
offline hybrid platform for English teaching recommendation based on reinforcement learning.

Some works [31,32] have approved its effectiveness of fusing spatial or temporal contexts into FM.
These methods can be used to increase the prediction accuracy to some degree. However, they ignored
low-order and high-order feature interaction which can further improve the accuracy. And a few two-
stage recommender systems have been proved to obtain the balance between effectiveness and efficiency.
One of its typical type is the framework of O2O recommendation. Furthermore, O2O recommendation
has not been used for taxi pick-up area recommendation.

3 Our Proposed Algorithm “STC_DeepFM”

In this section, we illustrate our proposed recommendation algorithm “STC_DeepFM” (the abbreviation
of fusing Spatio-Temporal Context into DeepFM for taxi pick-up area recommendation). It includes three
parts: the framework of STC_DeepFM, spatio-temporal features extraction, spatio-temporal contexts and
the proposed algorithm STC_DeepFM.
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3.1 The Framework of STC_DeepFM

To accurately recommend pick-up areas for taxis, we propose to fuse spatio-temporal contexts into
DeepFM (STC_DeepFM) for taxi pick-up area recommendation. The framework of STC_DeepFM is
given in Fig. 2 and is illustrated as follows. In the framework, we focus on two parts, spatio-temporal
contexts construction and fusion with recommendation model. Our dataset consists of GPS data, POI
data, geographic information, and the current latitudes and longitudes of taxis.

(1) Constructing spatio-temporal contexts. Firstly, the urban area is divided into the n*n regular grids
[54] and the POI data of the city is classified into twelve types. Secondly, the GPS data are traversed
and then the pick-up points are detected by computing the staying time of taxis. Next, those pick-up
points and the POI data are mapped into one of the grids in light of their own longitudes and
latitudes. Furthermore, we extract the spatio-temporal contexts from the grid’s pick-up points
and points-of-interest (POIs). The spatio-temporal contexts include the number of historical pick-
up points, the number of POIs, the type value, the geometric center position of the grid, and the
average driving time and distance after carrying passengers.

(2) Fusing contexts into the recommendation model. The preceding spatio-temporal contexts are
combined to be a multi-dimensional feature vector matrix and fused in the way of feature
engineering into the DeepFM model. The DeepFM model integrates the power of factorization

Figure 2: The framework of STC_DeepFM
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machines for recommendation with deep learning for feature learning and achieves more excellent
performance. It is able to learn the high-order interaction relationships among the grids. The multi-
dimensional feature vector matrix consists of the driver-ID feature vector matrix, the grid-ID feature
vector matrix, the time-slot vector matrix, and the grid-attribute vector matrix. It is put into the
DeepFM model to learn the high-order interaction relationships among the grids. For example,
the relations among drivers and time-slots or among time-slots and grids are deeply mined.
Therefore, these relations can reflect the predicted value of the drivers’ access probability to
different grids in different time-slots. The driver-time slot-grid (DTSG) access probability matrix
is generated by using the trained DeepFM model. The elements in the matrix are the driver’s
access probability prediction value in the corresponding slot and the corresponding grid.
According to the probability matrix and the drivers’ current information, the grids with the top-N
results will be recommended to the taxi-drivers.

3.2 Spatio-Temporal Features Extraction

We adopt a map grid-based method to divide the study area into grid-like. The determination of grid size
has a crucial impact on the accuracy and efficiency of taxi pick-up area recommendation. According to the
grid size related research in the literature [55], we finally decide to divide the study area into grids of size 300
m × 300 m. Referring to the existing research [12,20,28,49] and analysis, there are some regional attributes of
each grid that affect the accuracy of recommendation, such as the functional type of a region, the number of
pickups in history, the number of POIs, the geometric center of an area, the average travel distance and time
after pickup in an area. After obtaining the pickup points from taxi trajectory, both the pickup points and POIs
are mapped into corresponding grids according to their location. Then, the attributes of each grid are
calculated. The grid features selected for passenger-carrying area recommendation are as follows.

The first kind of grid features is timeslots and geographic locations. In the domain of LBS, timeslots and
geographic locations are very important temporal and spatial factors, respectively. It is always easier for taxi
drivers to find potential passengers in hotspots than in non-hotspots. Besides, near department stores or
commercial districts where high demand for taxis usually occurs during the day, but usually near bars at night.
Thus, timeslots and geographic locations are very important attributes of each grid. Herein, a day is divided into
24 timeslots with one timeslot per hour, and the geographic location of a grid is represented by its geometric center.

The second kind of grid features is the number of historical pickup points. The number of historical
passengers in a region is a type of crucial information for taxi drivers to find passengers. Historical
pickup numbers vary across grids. It reflects the difference in the number of passengers carried between
different regions, that is, the impact of spatial factors on it. In general, areas with high historical pickup
points are likely to have more potential passengers. Their quantity represents the load demand of the
grids to a certain extent.

The third kind of grid features is the average travel time and distance after pickup by region. The taxi-
drivers’ income is mainly determined by the driving time and distance after carrying passengers. The average
travel time and distance after carrying passenger in the area are respectively computed as follows:

Ti�on ¼ 1

Num

XNum
j¼1

ðtjðonÞ � tjðoff ÞÞðpsegmenti�onÞ (1)

Di�on ¼ 1

Num

XNum
j¼1

distancej ðpsegmenti�onÞ (2)
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In the preceding formula, psegment represents the trajectory set of all taxis under load; psegmenti-on is
all the trajectory segments that carried passengers in area Gi; Num means the number of these trajectories; tj
(on) is the time when the j-th trajectory segment start; tj(off) is the time when the j-th trajectory segment end;
distancej is the total length of the j-th trajectory segment.

The forth kind of grid features is the area type. The area type can be regarded as different functional area,
such as residential and commercial area, by computing the numbers of various POIs’ types in the area. For
instance, if the number of residential POIs in the area is large, the area can be reckoned as residential.
Furthermore, the number of passengers always emerges in the early and late peaks of the working day.
The area type of a grid can be computed by the number distribution of every POI type in the grid. The
ratio of the number of each POI’s type to the total amount of all POIs is computed as its type index of
the POI subtype in the area. The ratio of each subtype of POIs is computed as the following formula, in
which POItypej

�� �� means the number of POIs belonging to the type j.

typejðiÞ ¼ POItypej
�� ��, Xn

i¼1

POItypei

�����
����� (3)

3.3 Spatio-Temporal Contexts and the Proposed Algorithm STC_DeepFM

This section shows how to extract implicit but valuable features in the raw dataset and convert the
features as the input for DeepFM model. It contains five vectors: driver-ID vector, grid-ID vector, time-
slot vector, grid-attribute vector, and target-score vector. (1) We assume that Di represents a driver-ID,
D ¼ fD1; D2; D3; . . . ; DNg is a vector of one-hot code. N is the dimension of D is N. For instance, the
one-hot code for no. 1 taxi driver is D1 ¼ ½1; 0; 0; . . . ; 0�1�N . (2) We use G to represent the grid-ID,
whose one-hot code can be denoted as G ¼ fG1; G2; G3; . . . ; GNg. In this paper, the grid can also be
referred to as area. The grid is the place where the order occurs. It is also the recommendation target. (3)
We use T to represent the timeslot, whose one-hot code denotes the driver’s access time to the area, can
be represented as T ¼ fT1; T2; T3; . . . ; T24g. (4) we define A as the grid-attribute, which includes
several attributes in every grid: the number of historical pickup points, the average travel time and
distance after pickup by region, POI amount, distribution indexes of 12 POI subtypes, geometric center
(Olat and Olon represent its latitude and longitude, respectively). These attributes have different influences
on the accuracy of taxi passenger carrying area recommendation. The data of this part will be normalized
before used as input data of DeepFM. (5) Target score S of a region is calculated by normalizing the
number of passengers picked up in their regions in each driver’s slot. The output of DeepFM is the
predicted grid access probability, which is regarded as the recommendation score of every pickup area.
We distil spatio-temporal contexts from the original dataset and create the input matrix.

The DeepFMmodel mainly contains two parts: deep neural network (DNN) and factorization machine
(FM). Both the two parts share the same input vector [9]. DNN and FM can respectively learn feature
interactions of high-order and low-order from raw data. Consequently, DeepFM can extract both low-
order and high-order features between data. The DeepFM model is applied to predict the probability of
passenger occupancy for all candidate regions. According to the pick-up probability, we can provide
high-quality service of pickup points recommendation for drivers.

The proposed STC_DeepFM algorithm given in Algorithm 1 shows the process of fusing spatio-
temporal context into DeepFM for recommending pick-up area. It is based on a geographical location. In
order to make the driver make greater profits, set a threshold of h for the search distance dist between the
driver’s current location and the recommendation grid, recommended for the driver when the search
distance between the recommended grid is less than h When the distance dist is less than h, the grid can
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be used as the candidate area recommended by the driver. Herein, we compute Euclidean distance between
the geometric centers of any two grids.

Algorithm 1 STC_DeepFM

Input: Trajectory t1, t2, … , tn; side length of grid l; POI set p1, p2, … , pn; the grid of current position g and
time slot t of driver d

Output: the driver-time slot-grid (DTSG) access probability matrix, the recommendation list (L)

1. GridSet G = GridDivide (l)

2. for ti in Trajectory

for Gj ;in GridSet

Traverse the POIset

Construct Multidimensional features O

end

end

3. DTSG = DeepFM(O)

4. DTSG = Filtrate(DTSG) when D = d and T = t

5. L = ListRecommend(DTSG) when dist < θ

6. return Top (Sort (L))

4 The Architecture of O2O Recommendation

With the increase of the grid size in the urban city, the trajectory points in each grid are increased so that
the computation overhead on the spatio-temporal attributes of each grid increases. The increase of the
precision of grids’ attributes leads to the improvement of the recommendation accuracy. Meanwhile the
fault tolerance range of the pick-up area recommendation enhances due to the increase of the grid size.

To further improve the performance of real-time recommendation, we devise a framework of offline-to-
online (O2O) recommendation shown in Fig. 1. It takes part in offline recommendation and online
recommendation. The principle of the architecture is represented in Fig. 3. In the part of offline
recommendation, we propose a novel approach of fusing spatio-temporal contexts into DeepFM
(STC_DeepFM) for taxi pick-up area recommendation, which is illustrated in Section 4. Nevertheless, it
takes more time to recommend a smaller grid for drivers. Consequently, a bigger grid is recommended by
offline recommendation (Fig. 3a), and then online recommendation is implemented in the bigger grid to
recommend a point (Fig. 3b) more quickly and more accurately than ever before.

5 Experiments

We gather two types of data in the experiments: the GPS data from Didi GAIA Open Dataset, and about
340 thousand POI entries crawled from Amap. Each piece of POI entry consists of name, type, latitude,
longitude, etc. The classification tags of POIs are also derived from Amap. There are totaly twelve types:
tourist attraction, food and beverages, communal facilities, science and culture, means of transportation,
finance and insurance, serviced apartment, shopping service, life services, health care, sports leisure, and
residential services. The GPS trajectory data collected from taxis within the second ring road in Chengdu
in October 2016, with a sampling frequency of 2 to 4 s. Each GPS data entry mainly includes fields such
as order ID, taxi ID, latitude, longitude and timestamp.
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5.1 Evaluation on STC_DeepFM for Taxi Pick-up Area Recommendation

To promote the recommendation performance, they are preprocessed, for instance, eliminating
redundant and noisy points, map offset processing. We divide the urban area into 300 m × 300 m size
grids by its latitude and longitude. We mainly adopt mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square
error (RMSE) as the metrics for performance evaluation. Both of them are used to evaluate the error
between predicted value and ground truth. Therefore, if the MAE and RMSE value are smaller, the
recommendation accuracy is higher, and vice versa.

We carefully construct four feature matrices: driver-ID D, grid-ID G, time-slot T, and grid-attribute A.
The driver-ID matrixD contains the ID numbers of corresponding drivers. The Grid-ID matrix G is the target
grids of corresponding drivers. The two former matrices D and G are necessary to the input vector. Its target
value is the matrixYD,G. YD,G is calculated by normalizing the number of passengers carried by the driver
D on the grid G. The input vector is described as{D, G, YD,G}, which means the driver D’s historical
carrying passenger on the grid G. The matrix T represents the temporal contexts, and its target value and
its input vector are respectively YD,G,T and {D, G, T, YD,G,T}. YD,G,T is obtained by figuring out the
number of passengers carried by the driver D on the grid G within the time slot T. The input vector
{D, G, T, YD,G,T} represents driver D’s historical carrying passenger on grid G within the time-slot T.
The matrix A describes the spatial contexts, and its target value and its input vector are respectively YD,G,

A and {D, G, A, YD,G,A}. The input vector {D, G, A, YD,G,A} refers that driver D drives to grid G whose
attributes are described by the matrix A. To observe the benefits of the temporal or spatial contexts, we
respectively add T or A or both into the input vector. Fig. 3 gives an example of the combination of both
spatial and temporal contexts. The input vector {D, G, T, A, YD,G,T,A} refers that driver D drives to grid
G whose attributes are represented by the matrix A within the time-slot T.

The experimental results after fusing different contexts combinations are shown in Tab. 1. The
performance improves to varying degrees after adding T to {D, G, YD,G} or {D, G, A, YD,G,A}.
Similarly, the performance has been enhanced after respectively embedding A into {D, G, YD,G} or {D,
G, T, YD,G,T}. The performance of {D, G, T, A, YD,G,T,A} is the best. And time-slot T does better than
grid-attribute A. Explained variance score is adopted as the metric of rating index. It measures the ability

Figure 3: (a) Pick-up areas recommended by offline recommendation, and (b) pick-up points recommended
by online recommendation
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that our model interprets dataset fluctuations. The best score of a model could be 1.0, which means the model
is perfect. Consequently, we can draw three conclusions: (1) Time-slot matrix T or grid-attribute matrix A is
able to accurately describe the temporal or spatial contexts why the driver D chooses the grid G. (2) The
spatio-temporal contexts can obviously improve the recommendation performance. (3) Our method
obtains excellent performance, that is MAE and RMSE are respectively 1.06% and 6.89%. And the
explained variance achieves 98.09%.

To evaluate the advantage of our approach, we compare with five typical or state-of-the-art methods in
the domain, such as User-based collaborative filtering (UBCF) [18], A two-layer approach (ATLA) [19],
Recommendation based on time-location-relationship (RTLR) [2], Fusing geographic information into
latent factor model (GeoLFM) [20], and Taxi pick-up area recommendation based on factorization
machine (FM) [5].

Owing to data sparseness, the performances of RTLR, UBCF, ATLA are still not good enough. To deal
with data sparseness, the GeoLFM and FM model are successively adopted. The former one improves the
utilization of data to a certain extent by matrix decomposition. The latter one has a certain anti-thinning
characteristic owing to low-order features extraction. Thus, we merge the spatio-temporal contexts into
the FM model and observe that it is better than all the other preceding methods. Because the DeepFM
model utilizes not only end-to-end low-order but also high-order feature interactive learning, we fuse
spatio-temporal contexts into DeepFM to further improve the recommendation accuracy. Multi-
dimensional features, such as pickup points and POIs distribution, are combined to illustrate the spatial
and temporal attributes of every region where taxi drivers pick up passengers in the real world. In light of
the excellent effect of the time-slot matrix T, we divide all datasets into weekdays and weekends to
further improve the recommendation performance. The (a) and (b) in Fig. 4 represent the MAE and
RMSE of recommend results of the six methods during both weekdays and weekends, respectively.
Comparing with UBCF, ATLA, RTLR, GeoLFM, FM, the MAE and RMSE of our method is the lowest
whether weekdays or weekends.

5.2 Evaluation on the O2O Recommendation Framework

To further improve the performance of real-time recommendation, we devise an architecture of offline
and online recommendation respectively based on DeepFM and FM model. Some experiments are designed
to evaluate its performance. We adopt the proposed STC_DeepFM algorithm to recommend pick-up area
offline. It is combined with some typical pick-up point recommendation algorithms, such as the top-k
recommendation algorithm (Top-k), the item-based collaborative filtering algorithm (IBCF), the
combination of the former two algorithms (Top-k+IBCF), and pick-up point recommendation based on
factorization machine (FM). We compare them by the accuracy and the cost time of pick-up point
recommendation, as shown in Tabs. 2 and 3.

Table 1: Performance evaluation on different combinations among contexts

{D, G, YD,G} {D, G, A, YD,G,A} {D, G, T, YD,G,T} {D, G, T, A, YD,G,T,A}

MAE 18.43% 5.66% 1.35% 1.06%

RMSE 20.12% 10.11% 7.17% 6.89%

explained_variance 85.31% 95.91% 97.93% 98.09%
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, a novel approach of fusing spatio-temporal contexts into DeepFM is proposed to accurately
recommend pick-up areas for taxi-drivers. Firstly, the urban region is divided into many grids with equal size,
the pickup points are obtained from GPS data. The pickup points and the points-of-interest (POIs) are
mapped to the grids. Then the spatial or temporal attributes are extracted from these grids to create a
multi-dimensional feature vector. A multi-dimensional feature vector can be constructed by different
feature vector combinations. Secondly, the multi-dimensional feature vector is input into the DeepFM
model, which realize end-to-end and both low-order and high-order feature interactive learning.
Therefore, it is able to greatly promote the quality of pickup area recommendation for taxi drivers. We
estimate respectively the performance of spatio-temporal contexts and different recommendation methods
on the real datasets. The experimental results show that the proposed STC_DeepFM algorithm greatly

Figure 4: Comparisons of the performance among some state-of-the-art methods

Table 2: Comparisons among the accuracy of different online recommendation algorithms combined with
FM or STC_DeepFM offline recommendation

FM offline
recommendation

STC_DeepFM offline
recommendation

Top-k online recommendation 71.57% 76.46%

IBCF online recommendation 85.7% 83.57%

Top-k+IBCF online recommendation 88.47% 89.02%

FM online recommendation 90.26% 92.73%

Table 3: Comparisons among the cost time of different online recommendation algorithms combined with
STC_DeepFM offline recommendation

Online recommendation Top-k IBCF Top-k + IBCF FM

The cost time (seconds) 1.046 3.126 3.473 1.852
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improves the recommendation performance of pick-up areas. It is superior to many state-of-the-art methods,
such as user-based collaborative filtering (UBCF), a two-layer approach (ATLA), recommendation based on
time-location-relationship (RTLR), fusing geographic information into latent factor model (GeoLFM),
factorization machine (FM). To further improve the performance of real-time recommendation, we devise
the O2O recommendation architecture respectively based on DeepFM and FM model. Experimental
results show that the O2O recommendation architecture achieves excellent real-time performance. In
future work, we will focus on mining more useful information from GPS data or via better
recommendation models to improve the performance.
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